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Eiffel Tower shuts
down as employees
strike over ticket plan

Eiffel Tower workers have gone on strike over the
Paris monument’s new visitor access policy, which
they say is responsible for inordinately long queues.

The website of the French landmark confirmed the strike
Wednesday afternoon, but didn’t specify how long it would
last. Since last month, the Eiffel Tower has been allowing
half of its tickets to be booked in advance for scheduled
entry times. Previously, pre-booked tickets accounted for
around one-fifth of the entries.

Unions that represent the tower’s some 300 employees
have complained that the different ticketholders are being
allocated separate elevators, saying this has created “mon-
strous” waiting times. The Eiffel Tower had over six million
visitors last year but has been beset by multiple strikes and
security issues in recent years. —AP

People cool off as
they walk along the
fountain of Warsaw
near Eiffel Tower in
Paris, France,
Wednesday. — AP

The admittance of private enterprise has had
a dramatic effect, with 13 percent of the labor
force now employed in the private sector. Private
hospitals and restaurants cater to tourist de-
mands. One of the oldest cities in the Americas,
Havana was a modern metropolis at the start of
the 20th century but also a haven for mafia or-
ganizations.

Following the 1959 socialist revolution, a spir-
itual cleansing saw the proliferation of brothels

and casinos consigned to history, but physically
the city was neglected. Its streets are poorly
maintained and badly lit, but Havana is a much
safer city than many other Latin American me-
tropolises. In 2017, it attracted 4.5 million
tourists.

‘Cultural riches’ 
“Havana is a joyous and fun city and its peo-

ple are welcoming and caring. It’s a place where

I feel safe wandering its streets,” Brazilian tourist
Debora Naves, 41, told AFP. “However, I think it
needs foreign investment to truly show off its
cultural riches.” 

Leal says it is that “vision of a lively but calm
city, a peaceful country without major crime that
makes it attractive.” Another of its major attrac-
tions is the fleet of classic cars such as a 1956
Chevrolet Bel Air or a 1952 Dodge Coronet
Sierra, lovingly and painstakingly upgraded with

modern parts hidden by the retro exterior.
But to do so “costs a lot,” said Yoisel Fernan-

dez, who drives a convertible 1960 Hillman.  After
six decades of United States sanctions, the world
has been opening up slowly to Cuba, Leal said,
adding that there is still much more to come.
What the city needs, he added, is for citizens of
the future to drive Havana “into a new economic
and social age in which its beauty is preserved
without limiting modernization.” — AFP

Tourists surround Cuban musicians at the Malecon in Havana. View of Havana at dusk.

Men fish at the Malecon in Havana. A horse-drawn cart rides in a street of Havana.


